EXCURSIONS IN BAJA CALIFORNIA (NET RATES VAT
INCLUDED):
NOTE: ALL EXCURSIONS OPERATE WITH MINIMUM 2 PERSONS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

La Paz
Espíritu Santo Island National Park and Sea Lion Colony
This island complex is the Pearl of the Sea of Cortez; a beautiful desert island of volcanic origin - like an open
geology book. You will be amazed by the variety of sea birds, including at times the Blue Footed Booby, as
well as the colony of playful sea lions; the water is crystal clear, and the beaches are just perfect. The waters
surrounding the island often surprise the visitor with schools of dolphins, jumping sting rays or even whales.
The highlight though is snorkeling or diving with the fun-loving sea lions; the young ones especially enjoy
interacting with humans.
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Equipment:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Meeting place and time:

All year round
6 – 7 hours
Boat cruise; snorkel with the sea lions; picnic on a beautiful beach on the island
Includes snorkeling gear (fins and mask)
Bilingual Spanish - English
Lunch and beverages
Hotel - boat dock - hotel
Between 9:30 hrs and 10:00 hrs. at the reception of the hotel.

Observation and Swimming with Whale Sharks (in Season)
The Whale Shark is completely harmless to humans since it is a slow swimming filter feeder. Being mostly
pelagic, seasonal coastal aggregations occur at only very few places worldwide where it is possible to get a
close look at the world’s largest fish in its natural habitat. Mexico has the fortune to have three of those spots,
two of which are located in Baja California and now you have the privilege of marveling at these gentle giants
right here in La Paz.
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Equipment:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Meeting place and time:

November - March
2 - 3 hours
Boat cruise to observe and swim with Whale Sharks
Includes snorkeling gear (fins and mask)
Bilingual Spanish - English
Beverage
Hotel - boat dock - hotel
Between 10:00 hrs. and 10:45 hrs. at the reception of the hotel
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Gray Whale Watching at Magdalena Bay (in Season)
Magdalena Bay is one of the three lagoons to which the entire East Pacific Gray Whale population migrates
each winter to mate and specially to give birth to their calves. In the protected waters of the bay quite close
encounters with this impressive mammal may occur and you might even be lucky enough to find out why
these animals are sometimes referred to as “friendly giants”.
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Meeting place and time:

January - March
10 - 11 hours
Boat cruise for 2 hours to observe Gray Whales
Bilingual Spanish - English
Breakfast, lunch (seafood combination) and beverage
Hotel - Magdalena Bay - hotel
06:00 hours at the reception of the hotel

Todos Santos & Los Cabos with Boat Cruise to Land’s End and the Stone Arch
The extraordinary peninsula finishes off to the south with the same wild beauty that characterizes its entire
length. Dramatic rock formations, caves with pirate history, varied marine life, a tunnel and two-sided
beaches mark the Land’s End and the encounter of two oceans, all of this being crowned by the famous stone
arch defying the surge of both oceans.
Season:
Duration:
Services:

All year round
10 – 11 hours
Transportation, walking tour of Todos Santos, boat trip around the extreme
southern tip of the peninsula of Baja California, lunch
Guide:
Bilingual Spanish - English
Provided:
Lunch / bottled water onboard the vehicle
Ground transfers:
Hotel in La Paz via Todos Santos to Cabo San Lucas and back to the hotel in La
Paz
Meeting place and time: 07:45 hrs. at the reception of the hotel
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Los Cabos with Boat Cruise to Land’s End and the Stone Arch & Humpback Whale Observation (in
Season)
The extraordinary peninsula finishes off to the south with the same wild beauty that characterizes its entire
length. Dramatic rock formations, caves with pirate history, varied marine life, a tunnel and two-sided
beaches mark the Land’s End and the encounter of two oceans, all of this being crowned by the famous stone
arch defying the surge of both oceans. Each winter the tip of the peninsula is frequented by groups of
Humpback Whales and many of them are females with their newborn offspring. They present spectacular
behavior such as pounding the ocean’s surface with their powerful flukes and their breathtaking jumps and
twists out of the water that are quite often imitated by the calf. It is an unforgettable experience that you can’t
miss!
Season:
Duration:
Services:

December - April
11 – 12 hours
Transportation, lunch, boat cruise to observe Humpback Whales, also the
attractions of the Land’s End such as Lover’s Beach, the arch, the sea lion colony,
Baja’s final rock, etc. are included
Guide:
Bilingual Spanish - English
Provided:
Lunch / bottled water onboard the vehicle
Ground transfers:
Hotel in La Paz to Cabo San Lucas and back to the hotel in La Paz
Meeting place and time: 07:45 hrs. at the reception of the hotel

Kayak & Snorkel at the Beaches of La Paz
Kayak excursion from the stunning beaches of Balandra or Tecolote (depending on winds) south to
Pichilingue exploring the many hidden coves, beaches and outlying islands. Expect to see sea lions, blue
footed boobies and tropical fish with a relaxing break on a beach where you’ll have lunch and opportunity to
snorkel.
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Equipment:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Tour start:

All year round
6 - 7 hours approx.
Guided kayak tour and snorkel
Includes snorkeling gear (fins and mask), Kayak equipment and life jacket
Bilingual Spanish - English
Beverage & Lunch
From and back to the Hotel
8:20 hrs. at the reception of your hotel
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City Tour of the Port of Illusion
The charming city of La Paz is known for its fabulous sunsets and for its picturesque boardwalk. Either in the
morning or in the afternoon when the boardwalk comes to life with many families, your guide takes you on
stroll alongside the bay of La Paz where many of the main attractions are located, such as the boardwalk’s
emblematic statues, the old lighthouse, the artisans’ gallery, the main square and the cathedral.
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Meeting place and time:

All year round
3 - 4 hours
Tour on foot and by vehicle to the main points of interest
Bilingual Spanish - English
A beverage and a cone of La Paz’ most famous ice cream
From and to the hotel
09:00 hrs. at the reception of the hotel

The Reptile and Wildlife Shelter and Educational Center of La Paz
Ever wanted to see some of the 16 species of rattlesnakes found in Baja California, for example maybe the
unique rattle-less rattlesnake? How about seeing close up a Harris Hawk, alligators, owls or sweet water
turtles and other animals that you probably won’t or don’t want to encounter in the wild? Maybe you’ll be
lucky enough to be there at feeding time and witness pythons’ and rattlesnakes’ feeding habits!
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Meeting place and time:

All year round
2 - 3 hours
Guided visit to the Reptile and Wildlife Centre
Bilingual Spanish - English
Beverage
From and to the hotel
09:30 hrs. at the reception of the hotel
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Hiking excursion at Balandra
Hike around one of the most spectacular beaches in La Paz and enjoy magnificent views of Balandra,
especially the panorama from above the hills that surround Balandra is just stunning! You may admire the
contrast of the desert and the sea and the diversity of flora found in these contrasting ecosystems, including
the mangroves and the many bird’s species that inhabit them. This is a unique walk that you can’t lose!
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Tour start:

All year round
5 – 6 hours.
Guided nature observation hike.
Bilingual Spanish - English
Box Lunch / bottled water onboard the vehicle
Hotel – Balandra Beach - Hotel
8:00 hrs at the reception of the Hotel

Hiking excursion at the mountains of La Paz
A great hike that takes you away from the city giving you the opportunity to learn about the desert vegetation
of the hills surrounding La Paz and finish being rewarded with a superb view of the bay and city of La Paz. If
you are lucky, you might see some of the local Baja wildlife that roams the hills.
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Tour start:

All year round
4 hours
Guided hike
Bilingual Spanish - English
Bottled water
From and back to the hotel.
8:00 hrs.
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Mangroves and Beaches
Balandra is a shallow ocean inlet between two mountain ridges featuring a series of stunning secluded
beaches and bays surrounded by mangroves. The area is considered La Paz’ landmark, due particularly to a
rock formation known as the “Mushroom”. We take you on a little-known path right along the edge between
mountain, desert and mangroves to an otherwise inaccessible beach; on this nature interpretation hike you are
likely to observe some of the many bird species native to the area. From a hill right by the lagoon you’ll be
rewarded with a stunning view of the panorama. We will also visit Tecolote beach, which is beautiful in a
different way. Tecolote beach is an endless, wide strand ideal for swimming and relaxing as well as the
perfect spot to enjoy a platter of fish tacos, a typical local dish, in a beach restaurant.
Season:
Duration:
Services:

All year round
5 - 6 hours
Visit to Playa Tecolote and Balandra with nature interpretation hike through the
mangroves
Guide:
Bilingual Spanish - English
Provided:
Fish tacos / bottled water onboard the vehicle
Ground transfers:
From and to the hotel
Meeting place and time: 08:30 hrs. at the reception of the hotel

Bird Watching in Todos Santos
The unique tropical setting of Todos Santos and the mixture of desert, freshwater oasis and ocean plus a
lagoon make Todos Santos an ideal place for bird watchers, as you will be able to admire a great diversity of
resident and migratory birds. More than 160 species, among sea, desert and oasis birds have been recorded at
Todos Santos. With a little luck you might also be able to spot one of the few endemic species that call Todos
Santos their home!
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Tour start:

All year round
5 – 6 hours
Birdwatching tour
Bilingual Spanish - English
Light lunch / bottled water onboard the vehicle
From and back to the hotel in La Paz
9:00 hrs. at the reception of the Hotel

Combination with Sea Turtle liberation excursion possible.
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Release of Sea Turtles in Todos Santos (in season)
Each year several sea turtle species arrive at the coast of Baja California Sur to spawn their eggs, including
the Olive Ridley Turtle, the Leatherback Turtle and the Brown Turtle. At Todos Santos diverse environmental
groups have installed camps for nest relocation and egg collection to protect the eggs until they naturally
hatch. This is done to help the population of sea turtles recover and increase in their natural habitat. You may
witness and even help the little hatchlings in a very special moment in their life: The release of the turtles on
the beach to make it into the sea for the very first time!
Season:
Duration:
Services:

December - March
4 - 5 hours
Guided visit of a Sea Turtle protection and conservation camp for
the liberation of sea turtles to the sea
Guide:
Bilingual Spanish - English
Provided:
Bottled water onboard the vehicle
Ground transfers:
From and to the hotel in La Paz
Meeting place and time: 15:00 hrs. at the reception of the hotel

Todos Santos
The small town of Todos Santos (recently declared a Magical Village) was founded as a Jesuit mission center
in 1730. The place is a fertile oasis close to the Pacific coast that receives fresh water from the nearby Sierra
de la Laguna. In colonial times, due to the availability of fresh water and thanks to a cooler and moister
climate brought by the Pacific, many subtropical crops such as sugarcane, mangos and cotton were already
thriving and thus creating considerable wealth that is still reflected by the mansion around the main square.
Today Todos Santos is still a quiet subtropical oasis close to the ocean and maybe because of this it attracted a
substantial number of both Mexican and foreign artists offering their work to the visiting tourists. Last but not
least it’s home to the well-known Hotel California that is sometimes associated with the Eagles’ song of the
same name - but that’s another story!
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Meeting place and time:

All year round
4 - 5 hours
Walking tour of the town and visit to galleries
Bilingual Spanish - English
Lunch / bottled water onboard the vehicle
From and to the hotel in La Paz
09:00 hrs. at the reception of the hotel

Combination with Sea Turtle liberation excursion possible.
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Historic Mining Villages
The villages of San Antonio and El Triunfo (declared recently a Magical Village) are located in the outskirts
of the Sierra de la Laguna and have been important gold and silver mining centers since the 18th century.
One-time capital of the entire province meant that an important amount of wealth was produced allowing the
upper class to cultivate a somewhat fancy lifestyle. The several concert pianos and other musical instruments
brought to the area at that time are now gathered and preserved at the Museum of Music under the direction of
a well-known local artist.
Restored historical mansions and of course the remains of the old mining compound featuring an intact 46 m
(151 ft.) high brick chimney designed by Gustav Eiffel are other attractions that invite you to stroll around
this picturesque village with a fascinating history.
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Meeting place and time:

All year round
4 - 5 hours
Visit to El Triunfo, San Antonio and the Museum of Music
Bilingual Spanish - English
Beverages
From and to the hotel
09:00 hrs. at the reception of the hotel

Combination El Triunfo with Todos Santos possible.

Craft Beer Safari
Mexico’s craft beer movement initiated in the peninsula of Baja California and La Paz is no exception. You
will feel the pulse of the local craft beer scene during several bar, tasting room and micro-brewery visits, as
well as in a nice downtown location popular in the evenings with local craft beer enthusiasts.
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Meeting place and time:

All year round
4 - 5 hours
Guided tour by vehicle to 4 different craft beer hotspots
Bilingual Spanish - English
Light lunch & 4 glasses of craft beer per adult (1 glass at each location)
From and to the hotel or meting point
15:00 hrs. at the reception of the hotel or meeting point
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Nature of Beer
In a beautiful natural setting we’ll provide a unique experience: The pairing of nature and the beers of
Memorandum Brauhaus – Baja’s brand for nature lovers! This full day experience is an educational workshop
both about Baja’s ecosystems and craft beer at beginners’ level.
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Meeting place and time:

All year round
7 - 8 hours
Guided tour by vehicle
Bilingual Spanish - English
Full lunch and dinner & 8 bottles of craft beer per adult
From and to the hotel or meting point
15:00 hrs. at the reception of the hotel or meeting point

Los Cabos
Humpback Whale Observation (in Season)
Each winter the tip of the peninsula is frequented by groups of Humpback Whales and many of them are
females with their newborn offspring. They present spectacular behavior such as pounding the ocean’s surface
with their powerful flukes and their breathtaking jumps and twists out of the water that are quite often
imitated by the calf. It is an unforgettable experience that you can’t miss!
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:

December - April
2 hours
Boat cruise to observe Humpback Whales, also the attractions of Land’s End such
as Lover’s Beach, the arch, the sea lion colony, Baja’s final rock etc. are included
Spanish - English
Bottle of water
Hotel in Los Cabos – Dock – Hotel in Los Cabos
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Kayak & Snorkel at Sta. María and Chileno Bay.
Santa Maria and Chileno Bays are the best in Cabo for swimming and snorkeling. Santa Maria is surrounded
by craggy cliffs that make an ideal setting for our first snorkel site. Chileno Bay (a short kayak ride to the east)
has tidal pools to explore and the finger reef provides calm and shallow waters, great for snorkeling. You will
find this bay teeming with tropical fish, eels, starfish, urchins and if you are lucky, even sea turtles.
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Equipment:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Tour start:

All year round
3 hours approx.
Kayaking and snorkeling tour at Santa Maria and El Chileno bays
Includes snorkeling gear (fins and mask), Kayak equipment and life jacket
Bilingual Spanish - English
Beverage & snack
Hotel – beaches - hotel
9:00 hrs.

Kayak & Snorkel at the Arch
It’s here where the Pacific Ocean joins the celestial emerald waters of the Sea of Cortez and where this famous
Baja landmark rises out of the sea. Apart from its overwhelming beauty and amazing rock formations the arch
is a habitat for marine birds and multicolored fish. Observe the sea lions’ colony, take a scenic walk at ¨Lovers’
Beach¨ and enjoy the great snorkeling this area has to offer.
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Equipment:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Tour start:

All year round
3 hours approx.
Kayaking tour and snorkeling at the Land’s End.
Includes snorkeling gear (fins and mask), kayak equipment and life jacket
Bilingual Spanish - English
Beverage & snack
Hotel – Marina Cabo San Lucas - hotel
9:00 hrs.
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Hiking at Fox Canyon
Can you imagine walking next to a river, alongside the mountains, admiring the wonderful vegetation, and then
finding water slides and waterfalls in Cabo? Just an hour’s drive from San José del Cabo such a place exists.
Let us take you to admire this beautiful oasis in the middle of the desert and explore with us its magnificent
rock formations and fresh water pools. You will start with a downhill hike and may then swim in the natural
pool nestled at the base of the waterfall. Our guide will then take you on a scenic and informative walk. Enjoy
lunch in a local restaurant, then just sit back and enjoy the varied views on your relaxing return trip.
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Includes:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Tour start:

All year round
7 hours approx.
Guided hike at the surroundings of the waterfall for observation of flora and fauna.
Park entrance fees
Bilingual Spanish - English
Lunch and beverages
Hotel – Park - hotel
9:00 hrs.

Stand Up Paddling at the Arch
Let our experienced guides teach you the knowhow of stand-up paddling, the newest water activity taking Baja
California Sur by storm.
Our lessons take place on one of the most scenic bays of Los Cabos and host the perfect view of the arch.
During the course of our lesson you will take a break and enjoy some snorkeling at Pelican Rock, well known
for its abundance of marine life. Should you choose not to snorkel there is a beautiful secluded beach that is
perfect for sunbathing and relaxing.
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Equipment:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Tour start:

All year round
3 hours approx.
SUP tour at Cabo San Lucas Bay
Includes snorkeling gear (fins and mask), Stand up Paddle board and oar and life
jacket
Bilingual Spanish - English
Beverage & snack
Hotel – Marina Cabo San Lucas - hotel
9:00 hrs.
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Horseback Riding
We specialize in the Trail Ride, making the experience fit with the desires and ability of the riders.
On the canyon ride in Cabo Real you will be able to see the plants and animals that make Baja different from
anywhere else on the planet, a true visionary event!
You will go too to the quiet white beaches of Cabo Real.
Or choose our two-hour mixed ride, one hour to the hills and one hour to the beach, the best of both worlds!
The striking vistas of the hills with the beauty of the pristine beaches will linger in your memory! The place
where the desert meets the sea!
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Includes:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Tour start:

All year round
1 or 2 hours
Horseback riding through canyons and/or on the beach of Cabo Real.
Equipment and horses
Bilingual Spanish - English
----At the horse ranch
Summer: 9:00 hrs, 10:00 hrs, 11:00 hrs, 17:00 hrs y 18:00 hrs.
Winter: 9:00 hrs, 10:00, 11:00 hrs. 16:00 hrs y 17:00 hrs.

Craft Beer Safari
Mexico’s craft beer movement initiated in the peninsula of Baja California and Los Cabos is no exception.
You will feel the pulse of the local craft beer scene during several bar, tasting room and micro-brewery visits,
as well as in a nice downtown location popular in the evenings with local craft beer enthusiasts.
Season:
Duration:
Services:
Guide:
Provided:
Ground transfers:
Meeting place and time:

All year round
4 - 5 hours
Guided tour by vehicle to 4 different craft beer hotspots
Bilingual Spanish - English
Light lunch & 4 glasses of craft beer per adult (1 glass at each location)
From and to the hotel or meting point
15:00 hrs. at the reception of the hotel or meeting point
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